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John Henderson, The Renaissance hospital:
healing the body and healing the soul,
New Haven and London, Yale University
Press, 2006, pp. xxxiv, 458, illus., £35.00
(hardback 0-300-10995-4).
Renaissance medicine usually conjures
up visions of the new medical humanism,
anatomical discovery and the rise of university
learning. Hospitals, in contrast, have remained
somewhat peripheral to the historical gaze,
stereotyped as unhygienic houses of
confinement populated by the old and dying.
The author’s goal is to present a much more
nuanced picture of the Renaissance hospital
by stressing continuities with the medieval
past, thus softening the transition to a much
more medicalized institution, although care
persisted in healing the soul while mending
the body.
Henderson, who brings impressive scholarly
credentials to the task, wishes to change this
impression with an extensive and detailed
analysis that aims to demonstrate the central
role of these institutions in the development
of Renaissance medicine. The title of the
book, however, is somewhat misleading: the
work is limited to Tuscany and primarily the
city of Florence. Here the Hospital of Santa
Maria Nuova is featured as emblematic for the
story. In fact, it became a blueprint for other
contemporary cities in Italy and Europe. The
book is divided into three parts, each featuring
three chapters. The first section successively
attempts to place hospitals in a variety of
contexts, including Florence’s political,
religious and cultural landscapes. Half of the
foundations occurred between 1200 and 1300,
driven primarily by a large influx of immigrants
from the countryside. The author shies away
from the cliche ´ of secularization, arguing
persuasively for church and state partnerships
in the awarding of charity and the growing
importance of hospitals as a vital cog in a
support network designed to deal with the
sick poor. The first chapter ‘Before the Black
Death: the birth of the clinic’ argues that
medicalization was already part of society’s
reaction to the threat of epidemic disease.
Part II discusses the religious space of
hospitals and their role in healing the soul.
Much of the focus is on the institutions’ church
and ward chapels. Architectural features,
commissioned frescos and paintings, devotional
imagery were all part of what Henderson
calls the institution’s ‘‘bellezza’’, playing an
aesthetic role but above all creating spiritual
inspiration and comfort. Attended by patrons
and the public, special holidays and festivals
signalled compassion and solidarity with
the plight of inmates. Serving the hospital
population was a devoted nursing community:
‘‘mature’’ mostly widowed women frequently
drawn from former patients, in part because
of their empathy and institutional experience.
The final section focuses on the hospitals’
medical role. Instead of enforced admissions,
patients came voluntarily to seek treatment from
a cadre of competent medical professionals
hired by the institution. The author discusses
the establishment of a university-trained
profession organized in guilds and colleges
that increasingly viewed the hospital as
beneficial for acquiring skills and prestige.
Based on ample evidence, Henderson firmly
rejects the Foucauldian notion that
Renaissance hospitals were ‘‘antechambers of
death’’. In fact, the analysis of about 8,000
patients listed for the S. Maria Nuova
between 1512 and 1530 yields a 10 per cent
mortality rate. This statistic can be explained
by selective admission policies that sought
to exclude individuals with chronic conditions
and those suffering from epidemic diseases
such as plague and syphilis.
Lacking hospital case records, the
reconstruction of institutional life is based on
admission and death records. Patients were
552usually servants, weavers, shopkeepers,
craftsmen as well as members of the clergy.
A third came from the city, a half from the
rest of Tuscany. The length of stay averaged
about twenty-one days. Temporary guests
and impoverished aristocrats could use
special chambers. As noted elsewhere, the
hospital was being transformed into a house
of recovery.
A final chapter discusses the 1515
‘‘ricettario’’ or pharmacopoeia from the
Santa Maria Nuova Hospital containing a
collection of 1,000 recipes. Many of these
simple and compound remedies were drawn
from past and present medical authorities,
going back to the time of Galen and
Dioscorides. Others represented established
folk practices, plants from the ‘‘kitchen
medicine’’ familiar to patients. Arranged in
numerous tables, they furnish a glimpse of
institutional drug practices based on Galenic
humoralism. However, they do not reveal
much about dietary practices and physical
approaches to treatment such as the ubiquitous
bloodletting. Indeed, the entire subject of
patients’ diseases, their symptoms, and medical
decision-making remains cast in its original
ambiguities.
In sum, Henderson has written an
exceptionally detailed account of Florentine
hospitals mostly centred on data available
from the famed Santa Maria Nuova, an
institution that served as a model for others
long into the modern era. His command of
primary sources is impressive, the text fluid
and generously illustrated. Numerous tables
allow the reader to appreciate and understand
the information. An appendix lists all
hospitals founded in Florence from the year
1000 to 1550. Sixty-three dense pages of
notes and a bibliography of primary and
secondarysourcescompletethisextensivework.
Scholars will now be forced to include hospitals
among the salient components of the medical
marketplace during the Renaissance.
Guenter B Risse,
University of California, San Francisco
Jonathan Simon, Chemistry, pharmacy and
revolution in France, 1777–1809, Science,
Technology and Culture, 1700–1945, Series,
Aldershot, Ashgate, 2005, pp. vi, 189, £45.00
(hardback 0-7546-5044-8).
Jonathan Simon here has two objectives.
He intends to show, first, how the history
of pharmacy in this period improves our
understanding of the history of chemistry and,
second, what the relations were between the
French and chemical revolutions. A curious
passage at the end of the first chapter
develops his determination to find a causal
link between the two revolutions. Chronology
forces him to give up on the chemical as a
causative factor of the political revolution.
Instead he considers that the French Revolution
was a cause of the chemical revolution in that
the institutional and educational innovations
of the post-Thermidorean Convention and the
Directory (1794–99) served to inculcate the
new chemistry stemming from Antoine-Laurent
Lavoisier.
As to his principal theme, in the seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries chemistry and
pharmacy were so intermingled in practice as
to be barely distinguishable. It would be
impossible to say whether the likes of Nicolas
Le ´mery (1645–1715) were apothecaries or
chemists. The very question is meaningless.
An excellent chapter traces the evolution of
pharmacy from the guild of apothicaires-
épiciers to the profession of pharmacist.
Foundation of the Coll  ege de Pharmacie in
1777 was an important way station in a
process completed by creation of the E ´cole
de Pharmacie in 1796.
Simon traces the gradual distancing of
chemistry as science from pharmacy as practice
in the successive instances of the courses of
Guillaume-Fran¸ cois Rouelle (1703–70), the
articles on chemistry in the Encyclopédie
by Gabriel-Fran¸ cois Venel (1723–75), and
the textbook and Dictionnaire de chymie
by Pierre-Joseph Macquer (1718–84).
The separation culminates in the absence
of pharmacy in Lavoisier’s path-breaking
Traité élémentaire de chimie (1789).
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lutionarytransformationofthescienceconsisted
in the new chemical nomenclature and the
exclusion of pharmacy from what he calls
‘‘philosophical chemistry’’ and others would
call an experimental and theoretical science.
Thereafter chemistry dignified pharmacy as the
basis of its preparations but at the cost of its
accepting inferior status.
Leaders of the profession willingly paid
the price, if indeed they felt it to be one. The
protagonist, if not quite the hero, of Simon’s
account of the inculcation of the new chemistry
among pharmacists is Antoine-Fran¸ cois de
Fourcroy (1755–1809), a Lavoisier disciple
whom some historians consider to have been a
second-rate chemist, political turncoat,
wily piston or climber, and able educator.
Having won Bonaparte’s confidence, he it
was who as director-general of public
instruction drafted the legislation that
brought both medical and pharmacological
education and practice under state control.
For a time thereafter the French professions
of medicine and pharmacy were two-tiered
systems in which the e ´lite consisted of
graduates of the Schools of Medicine and
Pharmacy respectively in major cities, while
practitioners throughout the countryside
learned on the job to treat patients or dispense
medicines. The Director of the E ´cole de
Pharmacie in Paris, and its greatest teacher,
was Nicolas Vauquelin (1763–1829), a
first-rate chemist and person of impeccable
integrity. His and Fourcroy’s researches
into vegetable chemistry, as well as the
latter’s textbook, carried Lavoisier’s
approach into the beginnings of organic
chemistry. The constant emphasis was that
pharmacy was an art firmly based on
chemistry.
The principal merit of Simon’s book, and
it is a great one, is to call attention to the
importance and relative neglect of the history
of pharmacy and to repair that neglect in
considerable measure. I am not persuaded that
his doing so has deepened my understanding
of the history of chemistry. The close
connection between pharmacy and chemistry
in the eighteenth century is scarcely news.
Nor does it seem possible to accept the notion
that the chemical revolution, and Lavoisier’s
principal part in it, consisted only of the new
nomenclature and a divorce from pharmacy and
that the oxygen theory of combustion and
respiration, the postulate of conservation of
matter, and the practice of strict gravimetric
method played no fundamental roles. No one
thought that at the time. Priestley and Kirwan
did not. The old-line pharmacists such as
Baume ´ did not feel excluded from chemistry.
They just disagreed with the theory. Simon’s
own account of the teaching of Fourcroy and
Vauquelin contradicts this aspect of his
argument. They insisted on adoption of the
oxygen theory as the basis of pharmacological
chemistry and on gravimetric procedures. Nor
is it clear that pharmacists felt themselves to
be inferior. As will appear, Simon’s exclusion
of the oxygen theory from the chemical
revolution is entailed by his considering that
the development of scientific theories should
be of little if any moment in the historiography
of science.
As to the relation between the two
revolutions, political and scientific, it seems
a stretch beyond the breaking point to
extend the French Revolution into the post-
revolutionary period after 1794 in order to
make it the political cause of institutionalizing
the teaching and dissemination of a chemistry
formulated fully by 1789. Be that as it may,
our author’s knowledge of the events affecting
science and scientists is shaky. For example,
the Faculty of Medicine was not suppressed
in company with the Acade ´mie des Sciences
and the other academies on 8 August 1793.
Berthollet did not keep a low profile during
the Terror. He was at the centre of weapons
research attempting to develop a gunpowder
more powerful than anything known by
substituting potassium chlorate for potassium
nitrate in its preparation. People are entitled
to their opinions, but it seems to me absurd to
say, even in passing, that Guyton de Morveau
has ‘‘a legitimate claim’’ (p. 94) to be
considered the first President of France—the
proper title is President of the French
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the Committee of Public Safety, and this at a
time when that body had assumed no governing,
let alone sovereign, powers.
As to the history of pharmacy itself, its
relation to chemistry is the principal subject.
Still, I should have thought its relation to botany
equally important in practice, and to mineralogy
not without importance. It surprised me that
Simon mentions these connections only in a
sentence or two in his conclusion. I should
also have thought the involvement with
experimental physiology in the wake of
Magendie’s research programme to be as
important as chemistry in the French practice
of pharmacy in the nineteenth century. Simon
mentions the names of Pelletier and Caventou
once, but has nothing further to say along
those lines. It may be consistent with his
exclusion of theory and knowledge from the
historiography of science that he also has
nothing to say about what may have interested
physicians and their patients most, and that is
the efficacy of the medications dispensed in
the eighteenth century.
For my taste the quality of Jonathan Simon’s
slim and interesting volume is marred by its
occasionally polemical and dogmatic tone.
Those who in the early years of the modern
historiography of science did treat primarily
the development of theories and growth of
knowledge concerning the structure and forces
of nature are charged with proceeding from
preconceptions and writing with prejudice.
Our author’s approach is in the lineage
stemming from Michel Foucault and the
Edinburgh strong programme in sociology of
science. He is among those who consider
anthropology and sociology rather than
philosophy and science as the disciplines with
which to link arms in studying the history of
science. To the charge of preconception and
prejudice, the reply ‘‘Tu quoque’’might occur to
historians of science who consider that theory
and knowledge of nature go hand in hand
with the practice and context by and in which
they are formulated and obtained. I shall
resist that temptation and merely observe that
it has occurred to me on several occasions
that one of the blessings of being a historian
instead of a philosopher, a mathematician,
or even a sociologist is that somehow our
books tend to be better than our theories.
The enduring value of a work of history may
be what remains after the reader has
discounted the author’s argument.
In Jonathan Simon’s case, a lot remains.
Charles C Gillispie,
Princeton University
Eric J Engstrom, Clinical psychiatry in
imperial Germany: a history of psychiatric
practice, Cornell Studies in the History of
Psychiatry, Ithaca and London, Cornell
University Press, 2004, pp. xii, 295, £29.95,
$49.95 (hardback 0-8014-4195-1).
Few topics have captured the scholarly
imagination more than Germany’s history in the
modern era. Many historians marvel at how
disparate regions in central Europe, known
mostly for their ages-old distinctiveness, united
in the course of the nineteenth century to
become the continent’s leading industrial,
military, and diplomatic power. Germany’s
leadership in the arts, medicine, and science
has also attracted considerable scholarly
attention, and its achievements in the medical
specialty of psychiatry were no less formidable.
Seemingly out of nowhere German
psychiatrists—notably the Munich clinician
Emil Kraepelin—emerged by the end of the
nineteenth century as the acknowledged
experts on the diagnosis, treatment, and
prevention of mental illness. Psychiatrists
from around the industrializing world flocked
to Heidelberg, Munich, Halle, Berlin and
other locales to learn from German teachers
how to interpret, cure, diagnose, and
experiment on mental illness, and returned to
their home countries bent on putting what
they had learned into practice. By the beginning
of the twentieth century Germany had
replaced France as the unofficial headquarters
of world psychiatry, having risen from
backwater status to global leadership in the
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psychiatry arguably underwent its most
revolutionary epoch in a long history that
stretched back at least as far as the ancient
Greeks.
The transformation of German psychiatric
practice in the second half of the nineteenth
century is the topic of Eric Engstrom’s
long-awaited book, which for years to come
will serve as an indispensable text on the
subject. Easily the best English-language
account of nineteenth-century German
psychiatry, Clinical psychiatry in imperial
Germany recounts the rise of the university
psychiatric clinic in the period after German
unification in 1871. Over these years, the
university psychiatric clinic, normally situated
in urban areas close to universities, superseded
the asylum (where most psychiatrists had
laboured in the first half of the nineteenth
century) as the chief locus of psychiatric
practice. The theory behind psychiatric clinics
was that they enabled psychiatrists to treat
patients in the early stages of their conditions
when a cure was most likely, and study
patients and their symptoms with a view to
classifying mental illnesses as purely natural
disease entities. Clinics also gave psychiatrists
the opportunity to teach their subject within
academic settings, in the process carving
niches for their specialty within the wider
medical profession and the burgeoning
university system of imperial Germany.
By contrast, asylums typically were large
institutions located in rural settings and
housing patient populations characterized by
high rates of chronic (often geriatric) diseases.
Whereas an asylum psychiatrist was as much an
administrator and moral authority figure as a
physician, the clinic psychiatrist prided himself
on his scientific and academic credentials.
The asylum physician was an ‘‘alienist’’,
literally living and working on the fringes of
polite, bourgeois society, while the clinic
psychiatrist was a scientific and medical
expertwhoseknowledgegovernmentsdepended
upon to inform policy-making on such social
problems as alcoholism, crime, welfare, and
syphilis. The asylum psychiatrist was often
viewed as living apart from society; the clinic
psychiatrist was firmly embedded in the civic
community.
Engstrom argues that ‘‘therapeutic efficacy’’
cannot account for the meteoric rise of clinic
psychiatry in imperial Germany. ‘‘[A]cademic
clinics contributed relatively little in the way
of new therapeutic procedures and techniques,’’
he writes (p. 12). Indeed, in his view, the
reputation of academic psychiatrists depended
on their renown, first as pioneers in research
and education, and later as experts in public
health, what in imperial Germany was often
called race hygiene. Overall, the rise of the
psychiatric clinic was a multi-faceted story
involving a variety of relationships between
(for example) doctors and patients, psychiatry
and other medical specialties, instructors and
students, researchers and their objects of study,
and professionals and their society at large.
In such a complex matrix of cross-cutting
relationships simple theories about the
medicalization of everyday life and the links
between knowledge, power, and social control
break down. Engstrom rejects the notion that
clinic psychiatrists were part of a top-down
exercise in social control designed to discipline
unruly groups. ‘‘The motivations of the state’’
cannot entirely explain the expansion of
psychiatry and institutionalized populations in
imperial Germany (p. 202). Instead, clinic
psychiatry was a maze of disciplinary practices
and institutions ‘‘designed to maximize
normalcy’’ (p. 9). It was this endeavour to
exploit and adapt to the mounting demands
placed on it by society, state, and populace
that explains clinic psychiatry’s remarkable
ascendancy in imperial Germany.
Engstrom is to be commended for his ability
to unravel psychiatry’s intricate web of social
and professional relations. If there is one
weakness in his book it is that, apart from a
single endnote, there is no attempt to place
imperial German psychiatry in a wider,
international context. What was happening in
the US, Britain, France, Italy, and other
nations at the same time? How similar was
the experience of psychiatrists in these
countries to that of German psychiatrists?
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psychiatry unfolded somewhat differently—as
appears to have been the case—might such a
contrast have made German psychiatry yet
another example of the sonderweg thesis so
popular among certain historians? The answers
to these questions need not have occupied a
prominent place in Engstrom’s narrative, but
they would have added analytical depth to
an already fine book.
Ian Dowbiggin,
University of Prince Edward Island
Sanjoy Bhattacharya, Expunging variola:
the control and eradication of smallpox in
India, 1947–1977, New Perspectives in
South Asian History, New Delhi, Orient
Longman, 2006, pp. xv, 326, Rs 750.00
(hardback 81-250-3018-2).
On 23 April 1977 an international
commission certified that India was finally
free of smallpox. Sanjoy Bhattacharya’s
compelling and refreshing account of how this
was achieved follows on from his previous
volume, Fractured states: smallpox, public
health and vaccination in India 1800–1947,
co-authored with Mark Harrison and Michael
Worboys. The two volumes together chart
almost 150 years of smallpox control in
India, from colony through to nation; and
many of the analytical themes in the first
volume are further explored here. In the period
under discussion in this book national and
international efforts went beyond the mere
control of smallpox to its ultimate global
eradication. India as the ‘‘hyper-endemic’’ state
was the obvious primary target. This was
attempted against a national and international
context which presented new challenges both
for India and the international health agencies.
The new nation was intent on shaking off its
colonial past; reversing the underdevelopment
that was perceived to be its colonial legacy;
and establishing itself as a regional player, at
the very least, on the geo-political stage.
Moreover, both the Indian government and
the WHO were aware that the Cold War
context in itself provided a new dynamic
for the conduct of relations between the
industrialized nations and the ex-colonies of
South Asia. The Indian government was not a
passive recipient of aid from the richer
nations but had the capacity to exploit the
situation to pursue national self-interest.
The novelty of this account stems from its
exploration of the multi-faceted nature of
this humanitarian achievement.
As Bhattacharya cogently argues, neither
the Indian government nor the WHO were
monolithic structures capable of imposing
their will on the processes of decision making
or of policy implementation. In India a myriad
of actors at all levels was involved so that, in
assessing the shaping of public health policies,
indigenous resistance from within as well as
from without the state apparatus is explored.
At national level there was the Prime Minister’s
Office, the Health and Finance Ministries, the
Directorate of Medical and Health Services.
These were replicated at the state level with
ministerial offices, state health departments,
and district and sub-divisional health workers.
The various agencies were protective of their
responsibilities, their departmental identities
and their professional interests. Furthermore,
the WHO headquarters at Geneva had its own
objectives, but these were not always accepted
by the South-East Asia Regional Office
(SEARO), its branch organization in India.
The timing, nature and scope of the smallpox
campaigns were continually under discussion
and dispute, and hence, despite the WHO’s
call for eradication in 1958, they proceeded
in the subcontinent at an uneven, disjointed
and hesitant pace. Both the major campaigns—
the National Smallpox Eradication
Programme (NSEP), inaugurated in 1961 and
the Intensified National Smallpox Eradication
Programme (INSEP) launched in 1973—were
beset by funding problems, and constantly
compelled to adapt to the social, geographic and
climatic variations of the country and the
competing agendas of the various participants.
There was civilian opposition too, sometimes
metwithforcebutmore oftencounteredthrough
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evidence presented in this volume effectively
demonstrates the agency of participants at all
levels and exposes the narrowness of those
accounts which focus on the directives and
activities of the few at the top.
Expunging variola is also notable for the
attention it gives to another hitherto neglected
aspect of smallpox studies—what Bhattacharya
describes in chapter 5 as the ‘‘integral
component’’ of the smallpox eradication
programmes—‘‘vaccine development and
deployment’’. The technological aspects of
vaccination had a significant impact on the
organization of the programmes and, here again,
Indian agency is highlighted. For example,
despite the WHO’s objections to the use of
wet vaccine (with its attendant problems of
storage and transportation), its substitution by
freeze dried vaccines was resisted in order to
protect Indian technological autonomy.
The efficacy of vaccines and the nature of
the operation itself had an obvious impact on
the take-up of vaccination. As Bhattacharya
points out, civilian resistance to the vaccination
procedure stemmed as much from these
factors as it did from cultural opposition.
Vaccination was intrusive and painful, and
moreover carried a risk of infection. The rotary
lancet, in common use, was described as a
‘‘mediaeval vaccination torture device’’ by
one WHO official. However, attempts to
standardize techniques and impose uniformity
came up against existing wide-ranging
variations in administrative attitudes and field
practice.
Based on previously unused archival and
private papers, this book eschews simplistic
accounts of the WHO eradication campaigns
and exposes the full complexity of the
processes of decision-making and policy
implementation. Its emphasis on the
significance of vaccination technology is long
overdue. In its unravelling of the complexities
of the eradication programmes, it serves as a
model for historical analysis. It could also be
read with profit by those now actively engaged
in such ventures. It illustrates perfectly the
futility of trying to impose overarching
structures on human agency, whether
attempted by historians or by those they
write about.
Margaret Jones,
Wellcome Unit for the History of
Medicine, Oxford
Margaret Pelling and Scott Mandelbrote
(eds), The practice of reform in health, medicine,
and science, 1500–2000: essays for Charles
Webster, Aldershot, Ashgate, 2005, pp. xv, 376
(hardback 0-7546-3933-9).
Published thirty years after The great
instauration, Charles Webster’s groundbreaking
study of the seventeenth-century political and
scientific revolution, The practice of reform is
a tribute to Webster from his colleagues, former
students and professional historians whom he
has influenced and guided. Drawing their
inspiration from the questions Webster’s body
of work has raised, the eighteen authors
examine the effects that demands for social,
political and religious reform had on medical
and scientific theory and practice, and on the
structure of healthcare. Following the main
thrust of Webster’s research, the volume
spans the Renaissance to the present,
although it is the early modern period and
the twentieth century that dominate. Margaret
Pelling’s detailed essay on medical
practitioners and office holding is the only
chapter that straddles both periods in its
examination of how medical practitioners
were marginalized from the normal structures
of male authority at a local, regional and
national level. Other essays equally point to
the importance of national, regional and local
contexts or, as in the case of Linda Bryder in
her comparative assessment of infant welfare
services in New Zealand and England,
Stefano Villani in his essay on the battle
between innovators and conservatives
in seventeenth-century Italy, and Anne Marie
Rafferty in her essay on the Colonial Nursing
Association (CNA), to international contexts
and the exchange of knowledge.
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the essays broadly emphasize the importance
of religious and political ideologies and
pedagogy in the early modern period, and the
impact of professional concerns, voluntary
bodies, and the politics of welfare and resources
in twentieth-century healthcare and public
health. The political dimension is highlighted
in Scott Mandelbrote’s nuanced micro-study
of how the case of Anne Greene was used
and interpreted, and by Pietro Corsi in his essay
on how political considerations influenced
linguistic and scientific innovations in
Revolutionary France. If Corsi emphasizes
politics and the plurality of actors, standpoints
and styles of research, other essays draw
attention to the ‘‘afterlife of reforming
concepts’’ (p. xi) as evident in Jonathan Barry’s
richly layered analysis of John Cary, poor
relief and radical politics in Bristol. Many of
the essays also tackle the importance of local
and regional differences. This is ably illustrated
by Mordechai Feingold in his re-examination
of the origins of the Royal Society and the role
of Oxford, by Colin Kidd in his essay on
race and medicine in Enlightenment Scotland,
and by John Stewart in his eloquent analysis
of Scottish hospital planning in the early years
of the NHS.
Whereas the first chapter describes the shift
in theological thinking that occurred as
Renaissance notions about the improvement
of man in God’s image opened a space for
innovation and progress, later chapters dissect
how Protestantism and the social changes it
encouraged opened the way for developments in
science, theology and medicine. Following
Webster, both Antonio Clericuzio and Penelope
Gouk examine the nature of Paracelsian medical
thought. In his essay, Clericuzio addresses the
neglected topic of chemical medicine and
Paracelsian thought in Italy, while Gouk in her
lively and persuasive account explains how
music came to play a role in Paracelsianism
and helped to harmonize Paracelsian thinking
with established systems of medical and
scientific thought. Lauren Kassell picks up on
the theme of magic evident in Gouk’s essay
and describes the trade in medical objects in
early modern England, while Robert Crocker
turns to questions of spirit and body in Henry
More’s views of faith healing.
The final six chapters address the twentieth
century and the history of state welfare policy,
nursingandpublichealthinBritain.BothStewart
and John Welshman address different sides of
hospital planning and resource allocation, with
Stewart drawing attention to questions of
governance and expenditure in Scotland and
the conflicts they created. If Welshman points
to the importance of passive officials in shaping
regional experiences, Virginia Berridge in
examining the history of Action on Smoking and
Health (ASH) and its part in shaping the new
public health agenda shows how in the 1970s
media-savvy individuals could play an important
role.BothRaffertyandJaneLewistacklenursing:
Rafferty from a colonial perspective through
the work of the CNA; Lewis by addressing
questions of professional status and regulation
in nursing and medicine in the 1970s. If Lewis
unsurprisingly concludes that nurses, with their
lower status, were in a weaker position when it
came to controlling regulation, she reminds
historians of the importance of the relative power
of professional groups and the relationship they
were able to carve out with the state.
In putting together the volume, Pelling and
Mandelbrote hope to remind historians that
scholarship in the history of medicine and
science remains vibrant and is ‘‘both intelligible
and relevant to the generalists’’ (p. xi).
Although they are largely successful in this,
the essays by Howard Hotson on the
improvement of man in God’s image and by
Crocker on faith healing are perhaps too
narrowly focused. Although experts on the
early modern period will find these essays rich
in their use of sources, more general readers
might find it difficult to disentangle the detailed
cases being presented and see the wider points.
In addition, the volume would have benefited
from a more systematic historiographical
engagement with the idea of reform.
Notwithstanding these minor criticisms,
Pelling and Mandelbrote should be
congratulated for putting together a coherent
and at times provocative volume that provides
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politics, medicine and professional concerns
in western Europe. In doing so, they have
provided a fitting tribute to Webster and
his work.
Keir Waddington,
Cardiff University
James B Waldram, D Ann Herring, and
T Kue Young, Aboriginal health in Canada:
historical, cultural, and epidemiological
perspectives, second edition, University of
Toronto Press, 2006, pp. xii, 367, £45.00,
$70.00 (hardback 978-0-8020-8792-8); £20.00,
$29.95 (paperback 978-0-8020-8579-8).
This is an important contribution to the
study of Canadian Aboriginal health and
health care. It has its limitations, however.
Any attempt to generalize about ‘‘Aboriginal
people’’ (Indian, Inuit and Me ´tis) in Canada
is fraught with difficulty since there are
hundreds of communities, thousands of
kilometres apart, with vastly different cultural
and linguistic traditions. The authors recognize
these limitations, but maintain that there is a
place for a national examination of health
and Aboriginality.
This multi-authored volume is intended as an
entry point to issues surrounding Aboriginal
health in Canada; as such it is based solely on
published literature. Undergraduates in health
sciences, Native studies, and anthropology
searching for an introduction to the field will
be thankful for this book, as will administrators
and planners in health care delivery. It is
organized into ten chapters that reflect
the subtitle—historical, cultural, and
epidemiological perspectives of Aboriginal
health. The multi-disciplinary approach is
the book’s greatest contribution, and allows
the authors to examine historical as well as
contemporary issues, although the links
between the perspectives are not always
satisfactorily drawn.
The authors are all trained as anthropologists
(T Kue Young is also a public health physician)
and this is reflected in their approach to the
material. The first three chapters are the
strongest. Chapter one outlines how Aboriginal
peoples of Canada are defined, which is less
straightforward than it may at first appear;
chapter two examines the state of pre-contact
health and disease, and effectively dispels the
popular notion of a disease-free continent;
chapter three then carries this examination into
the contact period and engages the ubiquitous
notion of massive demographic collapse from
imported epidemic disease. The authors are
careful to make the point that ecological
disruption from the importation of plants,
animals, and microbes to the Americas was
but one of several fundamental challenges
accompanying immigration. Never denying
the important role of disease in population
declines, the authors argue that social, military,
cultural, and economic interference by settlers,
missionaries and government was equally
devastating. Chapter four continues the rough
chronology by examining what the authors
call the health transition, from epidemic
infectious disease to chronic disease, in the
post-Second World War period. Diabetes,
cancer, and hypertension join with persistent
and emerging diseases such as tuberculosis
and HIV/AIDS.
The book’s organization moves abruptly
from this epidemiological perspective to an
examination of Aboriginal medical and healing
traditions where the authors note that despite
attempts by government and missionaries to
subvert their medical foundations, Aboriginal
healing continued well into the modern era.
The following two chapters then examine the
development of government health services
for Aboriginal people. These are the only
chapters that are strictly historical, which is
disappointing because the links between
historical developments and contemporary
concerns are often lost. For instance, the
authors note ‘‘European colonization remains
the most significant historical fact in our
analysis’’ (p. xii), but this ‘‘fact’’ is never
clearly drawn. The authors’ decision to examine
epidemiology in a chapter separate from its
historical context undermines their argument.
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trends in Aboriginal healing and the issue of
self-determination in health care. The latter is
a pressing issue in contemporary Canadian
politics and refers to the larger efforts by
Aboriginal groups to wrest control of their
economic andpolitical affairs from government.
Where control of health care fits into this
larger picture is still to be determined, but the
authors warn that ‘‘Indian control of Indian
health care’’ may not necessarily translate
into improved health status.
This is a second edition necessitated, as
the authors note, by the great expansion in
the field since its original publication in 1995.
The impetus for much of this recent research
and publishing can be traced to the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples established
in 1991 with a wide-ranging mandate to
investigate the relationship between Aboriginal
people and the Canadian government. One of
the results of the Royal Commission was the
Aboriginal Healing Foundation, endowed in
1998 with $350 million, to address the legacy
of physical and sexual abuse of Aboriginal
children in the residential schools funded by
the Canadian government and managed by
missionaries until the 1970s. As well, in 2000
the government established the Institute for
Aboriginal People’s Health to support
Aboriginal health research and the training
of Aboriginal health researchers. While these
government initiatives are generally welcomed,
the disparity in economic and social status
between Aboriginal people and other Canadians
remains the greatest challenge to health.
Maureen Lux,
Brock University
Lise Renaud with Caroline Bouchard,
La santé s'affiche au Québec: plus de 100 ans
d'histoire, Presses de l’Universite ´ du Que ´bec,
2005, pp. 257, illus., Can. $33.15
(paperback 2-7605-1344-0).
Engaging as many of the images in this
volume are—around 800, chronologically
organized—it is never made clear why the
affiche of Quebec are worthy of particular
attention. Meant as visual testimony to a
hundred years of public health efforts in the
Province, they do not reveal that French
Canada had any outstanding graphic design
tradition, or that its health propagandists
sought to build on the pioneering work in poster
art of late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-
century France. The look of many of the posters
is decidedly Anglophile, grey and rather
conventional. Not that all are in fact public
health posters; before the 1960s many of the
images that Lise Renaud reproduces are from
journals, or from the covers of brochures,
such as that for an exhibition on infant health
held in Montreal in 1912, or that (also 1912)
issued by Metropolitan Life on the ‘The health
of the worker’. Many of the less pictorial early
images are densely statistical and heavily
narrativized, perhaps reflecting that visual trust
had yet to be established between health
educators and their imagined publics—on
neither of whom does Renaud, a sociologist
of health media, seek to comment. The first
actual poster she reproduces is ‘Anciens
Militaires’, a well-known Parisian one of
1917 drawn by Abel Faivre and issued for
fund-raising purposes by the Journée
Nationale des Tuberculeux. Far more
interesting is a 1918 series of twenty posters
produced in Quebec on the effects of alcohol
on the body, and on families and ‘‘races’’
(with representations of native Indians sketched
in). ‘Tableau 16’, ‘L’Alcool et la Criminalite ´’,
is replete with a coloured bar graph on the
number of persons imprisoned ‘‘for alcohol’’
in Ontario and Quebec in 1914; a courtroom
line-drawing; and statistics on arrests. These
posters (all around 90 x 66cm) look very much
like the wall-charts produced in Germany in
the mid-nineteenth century and which were
imported into Britain in the 1910s for purposes
of medical education. Renaud’s minimal text
offers no clue as to where and how they may
have been used in Quebec.
Other posters before the 1920s do not appear
to exist, or perhaps have not been saved, or (how
are we to know?) have not been selected for
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interwar period are on tuberculosis. Included is
a set of ten from 1934 which nicely illustrate
the use of the would-be universal graphic
language—‘ISOTYPE’—invented by Otto
Neurath. As we move into the 1940s the
double-cross icon of the anti-tuberculosis
campaign gives way to images of happy
healthy families and dietary knowledgeable
housewives. More noticeable, too, is the
involvement of commercial companies in
sponsoring ‘‘culture physique’’—no less than
fourteen of Renaud’s samples coming from
Molson Ltd, a major Canadian brewery. Also
in the 1940s are Department of Health posters
for diphtheria immunization, and a few
warning against syphilis and gonorrhoea.
Among the latter is the ‘‘decadent’’
‘L’Hecatombe La Syphilis’ by the Dutch artist,
Louis Raemaekers—a poster that made its
controversial debut in 1922–23, but was issued
by the Ligue Canadienne de Sante ´ only in
1944, whether for reasons of provincial
prudery or influence of the Catholic Church
we can only guess.
The 1960s and 1970s mark a shift, not
simply because of the absence of health posters
referring to infectious diseases (increasingly
believed to be a thing of the past), but also, in
terms of the sophistication of graphic design,
which, from here forward, more and more
approximates that of commercial advertisement.
Tooth decay, road safety, proper diet,
fluoridation, and—slickest of all—anti-smoking
posters predominate. Gone are mothers and
babies, and concerns over the health of
labouring bodies. Interesting is another absence
(though not peculiar to Quebec health posters)
of bio-medical and medical professional
iconography—white coats, test tubes, retorts,
microscopes, stethoscopes, and the like.
Thereafter, to 2005, the number of pages per
decade doubles. Surprisingly, this is not attri-
butable to posters on AIDS (SIDA). These take
up only a few pages and, in contrast to those
reproduced in several recent coffee-table books,
are among the dullest in the volume. An
exception is a series of three posters issued
by the Quebec government depicting
photo-like images of cemetery statuary in
erotic AIDS-conducive poses. Unfortunately,
no information is supplied on the artists,
designers, and production agencies involved,
nor on costs, print runs, circulation, and places
of posting. As throughout, Renaud makes no
attempt to put contextual flesh on these
ephemeral, mass-produced material objects,
or ask how, why, when, where, and which
people came to think they had value. Thus
the volume serves to sustain the impression that
such images simply speak for themselves. It
also reinforces a notion of continuity in their
educational function. In these respects this book
supplies compelling evidence for engaging in
the historical questions it begs.
Roger Cooter,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Robin Haines, Doctors at sea: emigrant
voyages to colonial Australia, Basingstoke,
Palgrave Macmillan, 2005, pp. x, 248, illus.,
£45.00 (hardback 1-4039-8685-1).
Through my daily journey along Liverpool’s
Dock Road, I have become the maritime
equivalent of a train-spotter. I can recognize
familiar ships and I know roughly how often
they areinport.There havebeensomemornings
when hitching a ride on one has seemed
infinitely preferable to arriving at work. Yet I
have realized, through reading Robin Haines’s
excellent study of oceanic voyages, how little
I actually know about what happens in that
long interval between ports.
This latest book by Haines continues a
series of publications on nineteenth-century
emigration to Australia. Whereas the focus
has previously been on the experiences of
the emigrants, especially their morbidity and
mortality, this aims at understanding the
role and contribution of the doctors, who
accompanied every oceanic voyage after 1849.
Haines uses a selection of case studies from
the 323 emigration voyages made between
1848 and 1885 from Britain to Australia.
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mortality of less than 2 per cent. Yet there were
several notorious voyages, especially in the
1850s when outbreaks of infectious diseases
killed large numbers of passengers, often
children. Surgeon superintendents were hired
toensuretheimplementationofsanitaryregimes
and to provide medical care during the average
100-day voyages. They appear to have been
remarkably successful, particularly given the
fact that most voyages started out with a number
of emigrants already harbouring infectious
diseases such as typhus, whooping-cough and
measles. The surgeon superintendents, Haines
suggests, need to be seen as early pioneers in
preventive medicine. At a time when British
sanitary reformers were struggling to impose
similar regimes, the complete authority given
to these medical men on ships could have served
as a useful pilot study. Haines does not seek
to examine why the British authorities failed
to capitalize on this.
The partial nature of archive sources has
determined the selection of case studies. Whilst
the mortality data can be pieced together
from materials in Australia and London, very
few of the mandatory surgeons’ journals for
each voyage have survived. Haines is well
aware of the potential pitfalls, and is confident
that the sources used are representative. There
is a good balance between describing the
normal routines on board ships, and discussing
how exceptional circumstances were handled.
The inclusion of diary-style case studies,
using anecdotes from the handful of surgeons
who also left personal journals, makes for
gripping reading. Through these personal
accounts we learn how surgeon superintendents
worked to maintain not only sanitary order,
but also the appropriate moral behaviour of
the emigrants. Their success in both of these
areas was required if Australia was to thrive as
a colony, and they were conscious that their
supervisory skills were in turn being monitored
by the authorities.
This book provides an insight into nineteenth-
century society, exposing class and sectarian
issues. At times the surgeons’ perspective is
subsumed by accounts of how ‘‘barely
civilized’’ emigrants from Ireland and the
Highlands of Scotland struggled to cope with
the protein-heavy diet and alien concepts of
personal hygiene. Indeed, the emphasis on
the experiences of the emigrants has squeezed
the space devoted to the history of nautical
medicine, apart from a brief acknowledgement
of some ‘‘great men’’ such as James Lind,
Gilbert Blane and Thomas Trotter. I had hoped
to find more discussion of the backgrounds of
surgeon superintendents, and some elaboration
of Haines’s views on ships as floating medical
laboratories. This is a slim, beautifully-written
volume. One hopes that there is yet more to be
gained from such carefully detailed studies.
Sally Sheard,
University of Liverpool
David Boyd Haycock and Patrick Wallis
(eds), Quackery and commerce in seventeenth-
century London: the proprietary medicine
business of Anthony Daffy, Medical History
Supplement, no. 25, London, Wellcome Trust
Centre for the History of Medicine at UCL,
2005, pp. viii, 216, £35.00, d52.00, $64.00
(hardback 0-85484-101-6).
The editors and compilers of this volume
will find a smallish but appreciative audience
for the publication of an account book from
the business of Anthony Daffy, the well-known
manufacturer and trader in what came to be
famous as Daffy’s Elixir. The account book,
with entries forthe years 1674–83,was foundby
Patrick Wallis, and he and David Boyd Haycock
setabouttranscribingandannotatingitunderthe
aegis of the Wellcome Trust, one of the few
patrons of studies in how the medical market
developed during the early modern period.
Much of this large market consisted of
proprietary medicines—originally secret but,
if successful, eventually much copied
concoctions, often manufactured as a single
product by people not trained as apothecaries
or physicians, and therefore generally
included under the umbrella of quackery.
Similar markets for proprietary medicines
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France, and by David Gentilcore and William
Eamon for Italy and the transalpine areas.
The manufacture and trade in these products
were enabled, as is well known, by increased
means of spreading information, above all
throughprinted broadsides, by urbanization, and
by a growth in disposable income—factors
distinguishing the regional, and eventually
national and overseas trade in these medicines
from the preparation and sale of medicines
by local lay healers, which they supplemented
but never entirely displaced.
Continuous account books of this type are
a rare although not unique find, and we need
more of them in published form if historians
are to develop a comparative profile of this
market. Haycock and Wallis preface the
accounts proper with an introduction laying
out personae and the history and spread of the
elixir. They meet the expectations of the
reader hungry for a full narrative not as
comprehensively as one would wish, but there
is a large amount of data in the carefully
annotated accounts themselves. For the ten-year
period covered, the reader can extract prices,
sales volumes, unit sizes, packaging, shipping
routes, characteristics and location of debtors
and creditors (mainly, but not exclusively,
general merchants), kinship networks,
accounting methods during a period of rapid
mercantilistic growth, and much more. While
medical historians may find the relative absence
of recognized medical providers as direct
purchasers of these nostrums proof of their
status as quack medicines—secrecy, lack of
institutional controls to ensure a modicum of
manufacturing standards and safety—it might
bewellatthisstageofresearch torememberthat
quackery is a relative term.
During the same period, many respectable
physicians in Great Britain and continental
Europe manufactured and sold their own secret
nostrums, some with comparable acumen.
Haycock and Wallis note that the known
ingredients—abowelstimulantandspirits—and
effects of the elixir, were common to many
medications of the time. If Daffy’s Elixir
continued to be sold into the late nineteenth
century and even beyond, this was true also
for the tonic of the venerable professor from
Halle Friedrich Hoffmann. The business of
AnthonyDaffyand similar proprietarymedicine
makers was part of a general commercial model
adopted twenty-five years later by the makers of
the Halle Orphanage medications, who were
fully credentialled physicians and Christian
philanthropists. In turn, they established a
similarly far-flung network of sales of not one
universal nostrum but a whole inventory of
preparations that were widely advertised
without the blessing of traditional medical
authorities. The term quackery continues to be
in need of an update, therefore. Mr Daffy’s
accounts are a valuable contribution to an
overdue assessment of the extent to which
traditional medical practice and commercial
pharmacy overlapped at the end of the early
modern period.
Renate Wilson,
Johns Hopkins University
Thomas Dormandy, The worst of evils: the
fight against pain, New Haven and London,
Yale University Press, 2006, pp. xi, 547, illus.,
£19.99 (hardback 0-300-11322-6).
For Schopenhauer, life without pain had
no meaning. But Thomas Dormandy, former
professor of chemical pathology at the
Whittington Hospital, has little time for such
Prussian dolorism. In this massive new work
Dormandy—the author of several books on the
history of medicine, including a well-received
history of tuberculosis—provides a panoramic
survey of ‘‘the fight against pain’’ in the west
from ‘‘the mists of history’’ (his words) to
the latest developments in palliative care.
As Dormandy acknowledges in his
introduction, pain is more than the stimulation
of certain afferent nerve fibres: it has a history
and many, many meanings. This reflects a
central problem in the historiography of pain
and ‘‘the fight against pain’’ (military
metaphors being de rigueur in the literature
on this subject). Most cultures seem to have
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you might say. But histories that take this
observation as their central theme too often
result in leaden, triumphalist celebrations of
modern surgical anaesthesia. Is it possible to
write a history of pain (and pain relief) that
speaks both to the fleeting, fragmentary,
experiential nature of its subject and to the
scale and depth of human suffering?
Dormandy’s answer to this question is not
entirely satisfactory. The worst of evils is at
heart a fairly traditional practitioner-history of
medicine, albeit one with some of the rougher
edges of the genre knocked off. This is
sweeping, progressivist history, with heroes
and villains, great moments and missed
opportunities—and is, as such, an engaging
and enlightening read. Dormandy is an excellent
synthesist, with a novelistic eye for character
and a talent for breathing life into overlooked
cul-de-sacs and overworked stories alike. His
illuminating disquisition on the different
forms in which opium was sold and used in
Georgian England (p. 129) is one of many
fascinating details that seem to litter every page.
But this approach brings its own drawbacks.
In his introduction Dormandy acknowledges—
quite rightly—that the history of pain contains
many distinct threads: bodily pain, mental
alienation, spiritual agony, theodicy,
unconsciousness, anaesthesia, analgesia,
surgery, physiology and so forth. But he fails
to follow this observation, and its implied
demand for clarity, through into his text.
Dormandy leaps from thread to thread, always
construing ‘‘pain’’ as a trans-historical part of
human experience, but only rarely explaining
which sense of the word ‘‘pain’’ he is using at
a particular point. Is he talking about physical
pain in its modern neurophysiological sense,
or heartbreak, or melancholy, or vastation, or
Weltschmerz? The answer is not always clear,
and this problem is worsened by Dormandy’s
failure to engage with the sizeable body of
work on the cultural history of pain.
Dormandy also falls too easily into
anachronism. ‘‘Reversible anaesthesia’’ was
not ‘‘old hat’’ to Shakespeare’s Friar Lawrence
(p. 3): ‘‘a sleep most like death’’ is nearer
the mark. And references to what seems like
modern surgical anaesthesia in ancient texts
might reflect knowledge of powerful
pain-relieving botanical agents; but they
might also be a rhetorical strategy for
heightening the reputation of the practitioners
concerned. Dormandy’s anachronisms are
particularly galling, because in this and in his
previous books he gives the distinct impression
that he knows better. If he had taken more
time to relate the different meanings and
cultural constructions of pain this would be a
longer book, but a far more rewarding one.
If he had focused on one of these themes
(perhaps bodily pain, which seems to be his
main interest) it would be shorter, tighter and
more digestible for a non-academic audience.
As it is, The worst of evils falls between two
stools—a painful experience in more than
one sense.
Richard Barnett,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Anne Carol, Les médecins et la mort:
XIX
e–XX
esi  ecle, Collection Historique,
Paris, Aubier, 2004, pp. 335, d23.00
(paperback 2-70-072331-7).
In 1968 Erwin Ackerknecht wrote: ‘‘It
seems quite possible that in the near future
the problem of death might again occupy the
whole medical community more than it has
done during the last 150 years. Technical
developments in medicine, as well as certain
trends in lay thinking, point in this direction’’
(Bull. Hist. Med, 1968, p. 23). And twenty-five
years later, Michel Vovelle in his La mort et
l'occident de 1300 à nos jours (1983) entitled
one of his chapters ‘La rede ´couverte de la
mort’ (The rediscovery of death). Whereas
Ackerknecht insisted more on the importance
of the development of medical technology,
Vovelle emphasized the contributions of
psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists,
and historians to this renewal of interest.
Both authors pointed out the growing trend
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pertaining to social sciences, consumers and
patients’ associations) regarding this issue.
Carol’s objective is to deal with both sides of
the story, i.e. the technical and the cultural
dimensions of death during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. One might add a third
dimension since Carol obviously sympathizes
with the layperson’s struggle against the
‘‘appropriation of death’’ by physicians.
The first three chapters of the book focus
on major moral problems raised by death
during the nineteenth century: what can be
done to make death more bearable to the dying
person and his/her family? What should be
told or not told to them? When should the
priest be called? How should pain be treated
(or not)? Should life be prolonged or shortened?
The three following chapters are organized
around the question of the definition and
diagnosis of death in relation with the major
fear of the nineteenth century, premature burial.
The quest for a definite sign of death is
analysed as well as its progressive social and
legal organization around the creation of
death certificates on the one hand, and of
mortuaries on the other. Finally, the fate of
the corpse is discussed in relation to either
problems of hygiene or the need for autopsies
for medical research or teaching purposes.
The last chapter is devoted to contemporary
issues raised by medicalized death, more or
less in continuity with those raised during the
preceding century. The book is thus organized
around the chronology of death: before the
death, during the death, after the death.
This simple organization has been explicitly
chosen by the author in order to cope with the
complexity of the issue. Carol relied on a variety
of sources (medical texts, theses, legal and
literary texts) to examine the attitudes of the
physician faced with the death of his patients.
What were the difficult choices raised by the
treatment of pain, especially when morphine
became available? Should the latter be used in
order to alleviate the suffering of the dying
patient, or should it be rejected in order to
preserve the patient’s lucidity and capability to
confront his/her own death? More generally,
what was the role of the physician at the end of
life: should he simply facilitate a ‘‘good death’’,
try to prolong life at any cost or, on the contrary,
attempt to shorten it when suffering became
unbearable? The debate on euthanasia was thus
opened as early as the beginning of the
twentieth century. Finally, Carol shows that
the question of the search for criteria of
defining death was first linked to the fear of
premature inhumation. Later, particularly after
1950, the development of organ transplantation
came to replace the latter issue as a major
incentive for defining new criteria of death,
and the technical criteria of ‘‘brain death’’
eventually substituted the standard definition.
Altogether, as testified by the paucity of
references from the field of medical history,
the book looks more like a contribution to a
cultural history of death, along the lines of
Philippe Ari  es or Vovelle, than a contribution
to the history of medicine, even though the
physician appears in it as the major figure at
the death. Indeed, the practical problems and
ethical dilemmas encountered by physicians
facing their patients’ death, cannot be reduced
to their opinions as expressed in medical articles
or chapters dealing explicitly with this issue.
Incurable disease, and the lack of active drugs
for treatment, was one of the main problems
that nineteenth-century physicians had to face.
Here, the question of the sources is paramount.
One would probably learn as much about
death and the physician by reading medical
writings on incurable diseases as by reading
medical texts on ‘‘death’’, heavily loaded with
the medical ideology of the time. This at least
would provide an alternate method for looking
at practices, since archives, especially hospital
ones, are lacking, and would allow for a
confrontation of medical practices with the
ideology of the time. Similarly, quotations
from literature are a nice addition to other
sources, but call for critical analysis as to
whether they reflect actual practices. More
generally, the question of death cannot be
reduced to the last moments of the patient, as
it really begins with the first diagnosis of the
physician (as the author herself acknowledges
on p. 17). Looking more at real practices would
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adopted by Carol and, all too often, social
historians and scientists, with regard to
physicians and the ‘‘medicalization’’ process.
If the physicians were indeed (and still are)
too often arrogant, filled with self-indulgence
and lack of empathy towards patients, it would
be ofinterest to understandbetter how they dealt
with the complex problems they faced.
Secondly, one should not forget that death
was reconceptualized at the turn of the
eighteenth century, and that pathological
anatomy provided the foundation for a new
medicine. To be sure dissections were practised
well before the nineteenth century; however,
with so-called Paris medicine and the birth of
hospital medicine, death was ‘‘turned for the
first time into a technical instrument that
provides a grasp on the truth of life and the
nature of its illness. Death is the great analyst
that shows the connexions by unfolding them,
and bursts open the wonders of genesis in the
rigor of decomposition’’ (Michel Foucault,
Birth of the clinic, 1973). According to
Foucault, a complex relationship between
death, disease, the body and the physician has
allowed this emergence of the modern form
of medicine. A discussion of this thesis as
well as of the political function of the
physician that accompanies this
transformation would have been welcome.
Finally the last chapter is an attempt to
clarify the complex entanglement of technical,
moral, sociological and philosophical
questions raised by death in modern hospitals.
Medical discoveries are ahead of social
change and the transformations of the
‘‘mentalités’’, or so the author claims. This
often repeated idea could easily be challenged.
Indeed the ‘‘new’’ history of science has
insisted on the social and cultural shaping of
science and technology. It is difficult to
understand how physicians would have
‘‘appropriated death’’ without the assent of
our society as a whole. Here the contributions
to the analysis of our attitude towards pain
and death by sociologists and anthropologists
is paramount and should have been cited.
Among North American authors one should
definitely quote Barney Glaser and Anselm
Strauss (Awareness of dying, 1966), Renee
Fox (‘The sting of death in American Society’,
Soc. Serv. Rev., 1981), or Margaret Lock
(Twice dead: organ transplants and the
reinvention of death, 2002); among the
French authors it is difficult to ignore
Isabelle Baszanger’s work on pain medicine
(Médecine et douleur: la fin d'un oubli, 1996,
translated into English as Inventing pain
medicine: from the laboratory to the clinic,
1998) and on the frontiers between
innovations in medical oncology and
palliative medicine.
Despite these unanswered questions and
shortcomings, this book stands as a useful
contribution to the complex history of death
in France and deserves to be read by scholars
and others interested in medical history.
Christiane Sinding,
CNRS, Villejuif
José Ramón Bertomeu-Sánchez and
Agustí Nieto-Galan (eds), Chemistry, medicine,
and crime: Mateu J. B. Orfila (1787–1853)
and his times, Sagamore Beach, MA, Science
History Publications/USA, 2006, pp. xxv, 306,
illus., $52.00 (hardback 0-88135-275-6).
Even those with a cursory knowledge of
the history of medicine will have come across
the name of Mateu Josep Bonaventura Orfila
(1787–1853), chemist, doctor, and founder of
the discipline of toxicology. A smaller number
might know that, while he forged a prominent
academic career in Paris, he originally hailed
from Minorca, and, as Agustı ´ Nieto-Galan and
Jose ´ Ramo ´n Bertomeu-Sa ´nchez show in an
excellent introduction to this collected volume,
served an important historical function in the
promotion of a contested Catalan identity. What
better reason, then, than the 150th anniversary
of Orfila’s death to invite a group of historians
to Minorca to present papers on the history
of toxicology, the history of chemistry, and
the place of the scientific expert in the
courtroom.
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principalinterestofthiscollected volumeforthe
historian of medicine, although this topic quite
naturally opens onto the wider issue of the
evolution of expert witnesses in court. Unlike
many such collected volumes, this one remains
focused, with many of the papers dealing with
the use of analytical techniques to detect
poisoning and the challenges presented by this
type of evidence in the trials of suspected
murderers.Theleitmotivforthisseriesofpapers
is the idea of making the invisible (the poison
hidden in the cadaver) visible (the sensible signs
of tests, which could be olfactory or visual),
a task that motivated and associated a group
of ‘‘professional’’ toxicologists including
Robert Christison (Anne Crowther), James
Marsh (Katherine Watson), Alfred Swaine
Taylor (Ian Burney), and, of course, Orfila
himself. Indeed, while he is mentioned in all
the papers, Orfila’s work is most closely
examined by Bertomeu-Sa ´nchez with respect
to the notorious Lafarge affair. To be a little
more precise, the most prominent subject in
this collection is one particularly high-profile
toxicological conundrum, the proof of the
presence of arsenic in a cadaver. Nevertheless,
while Bettina Wahrig situates Orfila in the
context of German toxicology, Sacha Tomic
adds an interesting complement in his
treatment of the development of analytical
techniques for identifying alkaloids as
poisons, illustrating new technical responses
to new toxicological threats. Not all the
papers are strictly about toxicology, however,
there are also contributions by Marı ´a Jose ´
Ruiz-Somavilla and Ana Carneiro that are of
interest to those studying the institutional
development of biological or medical
chemistry, treating the considerable influence
of Orfila in these arenas. There are also
articles that take on other aspects of Orfila’s
work, notably Antonio Garcı ´a-Belmar’s paper
on Louis-Jacques Thenard’s chemistry
lectures, which deals with the teaching and
research practices of one of Orfila’s
Parisian professors, and Ursula Klein’s
contribution on Orfila’s plant and animal
chemistry.
Returning to the issue of toxicology, there
is an interesting history that emerges around
the notion of ‘‘normal arsenic’’, which
constitutes a technical, legal, and professional
problem. After championing the validity of the
very sensitive Marsh test for the presence of
arsenic, Orfila later suggested that it might be
detecting arsenic that was a natural constituent
of the human body. This problem provides a
nice example of the precarious nature of any
test before it is ‘‘black-boxed’’, rendering the
meaning and value of its results incontestable.
Indeed, it is precisely its use in the antagonistic
environment of the courtroom that destabilized
the validity of a test that in the purely scientific
context of the chemistry laboratory was
accepted as a tricky, but essentially
uncontroversial analytical technique. Thus,
this history of the Marsh test and ‘‘normal
arsenic’’ offers a nice case for those interested
in the fate of scientific techniques outside the
controlled confines of the laboratory.
Apart from its coherence, another thing
that recommends this book is its presentation,
with a high standard of editing and an attractive
dust jacket. The editors managed to do all
this and still offer a hardback at a reasonable
price; quite an achievement in these days of
the plunging dollar. Overall, I would highly
recommend this book to anyone interested in
either this central figure in the history of
toxicology or the development of scientific
expertise in the courtroom.
Jonathan Simon,
Universite ´ Lyon 1
KayPeterJankrift,KrankheitundHeilkunde
im Mittelalter, Geschichte Kompakt,
Darmstadt,WissenschaftlicheBuchgesellschaft,
2003, pp. ix, 148, SFr 25.90, d14.90
(paperback 3-534-15481-9).
This is a very good introduction to the
study of medieval medicine. In this concise
volume, Kay Peter Jankrift manages to cover
most of the major medical trends over the
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concentrates on the High and Late Middle
Ages. The text is clearly laid out, with its
chapters organized both thematically and
chronologically. There is an emphasis on
medical trends in the German-speaking world
and the author often includes case studies of
specific German cities, such as the provision
of doctors in Soest or the progress of the
Black Death in Aachen. Time-lines appear at
the start of each chapter, and short
biographical sketches of important medical
figures (such as Hildegard of Bingen and
Arnold of Villanova) and concepts are
scattered throughout the text.
There are no images, which might have been
useful for readers unfamiliar with the subject.
Nevertheless the book more than compensates
for this omission by including a profusion of
short selections of primary sources. These are
highly readable and are notable for their variety,
from the hagiography of Cosmos and Damien in
the Legenda aurea to a fifteenth-century
apothecary’s advice to his patient or a
contemporary chronicler’s account of the
‘‘bloody flux’’ in Osnabr€ uck in 1341. These
sources complement and enrich the accompa-
nying text very well.
The volume begins with a very short
introduction to Graeco-Roman medicine and
then covers the early Middle Ages. Medicine
in the monastic orders follows, along with
medical education in the school of Salerno
and the burgeoning universities. Medical
provision in urban areas comes next, with case
studies for German cities and details on the
establishment of hospitals and the different
hospital orders. The final chapter is the longest,
and deals with specific diseases that affected
the medieval world. The two ailments that
are given the most space are plague and leprosy,
and both modern medical and medieval
perceptions of these diseases are covered. The
progress of plague through German-speaking
areas is examined, along with specific case
studies of certain cities and the ways in which
urban authorities tried to handle the outbreak.
The section on leprosy concentrates on the
provisionofleper-housesandcareofthe patient.
Other diseases covered include ergotism,
influenza, smallpox and the ‘‘bloody flux’’,
i.e. dysentery, especially the latter’s influence
on armies. The chapter ends with two ‘‘new’’
diseases that appeared at the end of the Middle
Ages: syphilis and the ‘‘sweating-sickness’’.
The text concludes with a short appendix of
sources and a selected bibliography, a useful
starting point for students as, due to the compact
nature of the text, only a cursory nod is given
to many developments.
Krankheit und Heilkunde im Mittelalter is
part of the Geschichte Kompakt series, which
publishes introductory texts for a variety of
historical subjects and periods. As such,
Jankrift’s text succeeds admirably. This should
be a very useful and accessible text for both
undergraduates and postgraduates who would
like a concise overview of medieval medicine.
Scholars of medieval medicine might find
certain sections which deal with specific case
studies within the German-speaking world
interesting as well.
Kathleen Walker-Meikle,
University College London
Arnaldi de Villanova, Opera medica omnia,
vol. XVII:A b   ul -
_
Salt al-Dani, Umayya b. ‘Abd
al-‘Aziz, Translatio libri Albuzale De medicinis
simplicibus, ed. J Martínez Gázquez and
M R McVaugh;A b   ul -
_
Salt al-Dani, Umayya
b. ‘Abd al-‘Aziz, Ab  u-l-
_
Salt Umayya, Kit  ab
al-Adwiya al-mufrada, ed. A Labarta;A b   u
l-
_
Salt al-Dani, Umayya b. ‘Abd al-‘Aziz, Llibre
d'Albumesar de Simples medecines, ed.
L Cifuentes, Barcelona, Publicacions de la
Universitat de Barcelona; Fundacio ´ Noguera;
Lleida, Pag  es Editors, 2004, pp. 625, d55.00
(paperback 84-9779-240-8).
The Opera medica omnia of Arnau de
Vilanova is an outstanding monument to the
study of medieval medicine over the last quarter
century. Nothing else has done as much to
illuminate the nature of western scholastic
medicine, achieved through the old-fashioned
virtues of scholarly textual editing. The latest
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translation by Arnau into Latin from the
Arabic of Ab  u-l-
_
Salt’s Arabic text on simple
medicines. It is the first to be published since
the death in 2000 of Luis Garcı ´a-Ballester,
who was effectively founder of the series, and
saw to its continuation. Fittingly, this volume
is dedicated to his memory. The editorial board
of the series has now been reconstituted,
bringing on board Jon Arrizabalaga, Pedro
Gil-Sotres and Fernando Salmo ´n, and the
advisory board too has been supplemented
with distinguished scholars.
The first volume produced under this new
leadership is a peculiarly challenging project,
as its editors admit. Since neither the translation
nor the original Arabic had ever been published,
it was necessary to edit both from the surviving
manuscripts. Ana Labarta prepared the Arabic
text and Jose ´ Martı ´nez Ga ´zquez the Latin, while
Michael McVaugh and Danielle Jacquart
modified the presentation of the Latin in
conjunction with the Arabic, and prepared the
Arabic-Latin and Latin-Arabic glossaries.
A medieval Catalan translation (known only in
a Paris manuscript) of Arnau’s Latin text was
found to witness to a fuller and earlier version of
his translation than any of the surviving Latin
witnesses, and Lluı ´s Cifuentes prepared a
transcription of the Catalan text to accompany
the Arabic and Latin ones. Introductory essays
in Catalan by the editors are repeated in
English and French after the translation itself,
which presents Arabic and Latin versions on
facing pages, and has the Catalan version as
an appendix.
The author of the original Arabic text,
Ab  u-l-
_
Salt, was born in Andalucia in 1068 CE,
and was one of the greatest ornaments of
Maghrebi culture, a poet, philosopher, and
musician, as well as physician. The ‘Book of
simple medicines’ was a kind of practical
handbook for physicians presenting information
about the simples that could be used to
evacuate humours and treat diseases of the
whole body or of particular organs. It is
organized in twenty chapters, and typically
each chapter consists of a succession of state-
ments about particular simples, of the form
(14.11) ‘‘bitter almonds are hot and dry in the
second degree. They clear obstructions in the
spleen’’. Even the prologue on theory which
explains the Galenic humoral theory of the four
qualities and the principle of treatment by
opposites operates at a basic level. Although it
introduces the question of how to compound
simple medicines using quantitative ratios that
was to preoccupy writers in Muslim Spain, it
does not explore the question in detail or in a
sophisticated way. Perhaps it was this very
simplicity of argument and of grammatical
structure that drew Arnau to the text in the
1270s. Interestingly even so Arnau may have
balked at the theoretical prologue, for it is not
found in manuscripts of his Latin translation,
which launches directly into the twenty
chapters. The editors speculate that it was the
first of his three known translations from the
Arabic, and its list-like structure may have
made it straightforward. Nevertheless, the work
may have sparked Arnau’s interest in the
compounding of simples that later in the
1290s gave rise to his own highly
sophisticated Aphorismi de gradibus
(Opera medica omnia, II).
The quality of Arnau’s Latin translation is
not high, despite the simplicity of the text he
translates. Even allowing for scribal errors in
the surviving manuscripts it is clear that
Arnau often misunderstood the Arabic—for
instance confusing the words for ‘‘pigeon’’ and
‘‘bath’’ to disastrous effect. Omissions often
include the method of administering a medicine,
which perhaps he decided was not central to
the purpose of the text. The editors of the
Latin text make judicious use of the Catalan
translation, which is very faithful to the Latin,
to emend evidently erroneous readings in the
later Latin manuscripts. But they do not go so
farastochoosetofollowtheCatalanmanuscript
when its reading coincides with the Arabic but
is entirely different from existing readings in
the two families of manuscripts that preserve
the Latin. As they confess, given the surviving
manuscript evidence (Arabic and Latin) no
accurate reconstruction of Arnau’s original
translation is possible, only an approximation
to it. What we are given is nevertheless a
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in this splendid series.
Peter Murray Jones,
King’s College, Cambridge
Gérald Jorland, Annick Opinel,
George Weisz (eds), Body counts: medical
quantification in historical and sociological
perspectives/ La Quantification médicale,
perspectives historiques et sociologiques,
Montreal and London, published for Fondation
Me ´rieux by McGill-Queen’s University
Press, 2005, pp. x, 417, £64.00
(hardback 0-7735-2829-6).
The seventeen essays (plus Introduction)
in this book complicate and deepen the
narrative about the use of quantification in
medicine over the longue durée. I say
‘‘complicate’’, because in their Introduction,
Ge ´rald Jorland and George Weisz make the
point that there is much more to the history
of medical numbering than the received
wisdom of persistent rejection until the
acceptance of mathematics as a research tool
in medicine after the Second World War.
The chapters take the reader from the early
eighteenth through to the early twenty-first
century and cover a lot of international
ground (though with recurring attention to
Great Britain and France in particular).
Written in either English or French (a
paragraph abstract in French of the English
chapters and vice versa would help
non-bilingual readers), the chapters are
organized into four broad themes, namely:
‘Medical Arithmetic’; ‘Quantification and
Instrumentation’; ‘Statistics and the
Underdetermination of Theories’; and
‘Reducing Uncertainty and the Politics of
Health’.
Of course, many individual chapters
overlap these categorizations and it strikes
me that three themes should be emphasized
further as contributions to the debate about
quantification. The first is the two-way link
between quantification and policy. I was
impressed with Andrea Rusnock’s essay on
eighteenth-century attempts to use Bills of
Mortality and parish registers to quantify and
explain infant mortality in England and France.
Not only does Rusnock’s chapter serve as an
important corrective to the assertion that infant
mortality was ‘‘invented’’ in the nineteenth
century, but it also teases out the possibility
that by drawing distinctions between ages,
places and social classes in the overall
picture, infant mortality calculations in fact
influenced ‘‘reform’’ for the care of
foundlings and the timing of smallpox
inoculation. On an altogether different note,
in tracing epidemiology and statistics in
post-Second World War France, Luc Berlivet
observes that ministerial desire for data and
analysis during the HIV crisis furthered the
development of applied epidemiology.
A second topic is the relationship between
the numeric method and the state, notably as
a tool of governance and administration. One
is now used to reading about this issue from
particular national contexts and especially in
relation to public health. In his essay on the
mid-eighteenth-century debate between
Daniel Bernoulli and Jean D’Alembert about
the ‘‘value’’ of smallpox inoculation, Harry
Marks encourages us to think not only about
what such quarrels tell us of ‘‘moral
expectation’’, but also about what the State
actually is and means. Lion Murard takes us
one step further by considering the
supranational context, specifically the
massively diverse measures of quality of life
and health reported on by the League of
Nations in the inter-war period. The unwieldy
range of survey tools used by individual
countries defied distillation and provides us
with an informative historical backdrop to the
more recent preoccupations of international
public health with rural under-development
and global health indicators.
The third issue concerns statistical and/or
epidemiological methodology. It hardly goes
without saying that forms of quantification
are crucial to the practice of modern medicine
and public health. One of the most enjoyable
aspects of this book is the compelling treatment
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debates. The chapters by Mark Parascandola
on tobacco and cancer epidemiology in the
mid-twentieth century, by Iain Chalmers on the
disputed reasons for the use of randomization
in the Medical Research Council’s clinical trial
of streptomycin in 1948, and by Nicolas Dodier
on the politicization of randomized control trials
in AIDS research in the final decades of the
twentieth century, all weave together
discussions about disciplinary advances across
statistics and medicine, the role of institutional
priorities, biographical trajectories of key pro-
tagonists and wider social contexts. Achieving
such complexity in such a short space is a tall
order, but extremely satisfying when done well,
as it is here.
By selecting these three themes I do not
seek to criticize the editors’ choice of
structure; rather, I am trying to suggest that
there is much in this volume that can and should
be taken up in the future but can barely be
covered in a short review such as this. I could
expand on even more analytic frameworks,
such as Canguilhemian standardization
(Christiane Sinding’s chapter on diabetes;
Weisz’s reflections on evidence based
medicine); the transformation of qualitative
information into biomedical quantitative
‘‘platforms’’ in cancer pathology (Peter Keating
and Alberto Cambrosio); or the fascinating
chapters on instruments of quantification such
as the thermometer (Volker Hess) and
physiological measurement (Ilana Lo ¨wy). Many
oftheseessaysshowthatsuchframeworkscould
profitably be developed for other diseases,
medical specialties and devices.
Graham Mooney,
Johns Hopkins University
Pamela Michael and Charles Webster (eds),
Health and society in twentieth-century Wales,
Cardiff,UniversityofWalesPress,2006,pp.xii,
332, illus., £45.00 (hardback 0-7083-1908-4).
Health and society in twentieth-century
Wales is a welcome addition to the still
relatively scant academic literature on the
history of medicine in Wales, which originates
in a conference to mark the new millennium,
held on St David’s Day 2000 at the University
of Wales, Bangor. The first seven chapters—the
historical core of the book—address public
health, female health, and the professions. In
a short review it is impossible to comment on
every chapter, but some contributions are
especially worthy of note: Steven Thompson’s
adept statistical survey of unemployment,
poverty and women’s health, for instance;
Kate Fisher’s innovative interpretation of the
delivery of contraceptive advice; and Paul
Weindling’s perceptive reading of the Jewish
medical refugee crisis before and during the
Second World War.
From chapter 8, the volume adopts a more
contemporary stance. Pamela Michael profiles
Julian Tudor Hart, the legendary GP and
researcher from the south Wales valleys, who
framed the ‘‘inverse care law’’. He himself
then offers a characteristically robust
appraisal of The citadel, criticizing A J Cronin
for not showing ‘‘how primary medical care
might become both scientific and humane’’
(p. 212). In asking ‘‘What was Wales?’’, Martin
Powell argues for the use of contingency
theory—imported from the social sciences—to
analyse the medical past in terms of uniform,
concurrent, and exceptional policies. And two
further chapters examine the administration
of the NHS after the establishment of the
Ministry of Health and the Welsh Board of
Health in 1919, Charles Webster developing
a masterful exposition of the tortured transfer
of health powers to the Welsh Office up to
1969 and John Wyn Owen reflecting on his
decadeasDirectoroftheNHSinWalesbetween
1984 and 1994. Finally, an excellent chapter
from Gareth Williams insists that understanding
health inequalities ‘‘will need not just more and
better statistical data and tools, but more
interpretative and historical approaches,
bringing together the stories of individuals and
the histories of social structures in particular
areas—cities, towns andcommunities’’ (p. 299).
In their preface, the editors explain that
mental health and occupational health are
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coverage at the conference to justify separate
future volumes on these topics. Whilst this is
an encouraging prospect, it does pose
problems for the present volume whose
rationale to tease out ‘‘the interplay between
health and society’’ (p. 10) lacks the specificity
of a thematic orientation and hence creates
the expectation of a more comprehensive
review. But this limitation is to some extent
offset by the substantial introductory overview
in which Dr Michael attempts the daunting
task of surveying the medical history of Wales
from the mythical Physicians of Myddfai to
recent health promotion campaigns. At its
best when engaging with the broader
historiography of medicine, this overview
addresses occupational health and hospital
services as well as the subjects considered in
the twelve chapters—though not mental illness,
whichis surprising givenDr Michael’sexpertise
in this field and her important study of the
North Wales Lunatic Asylum at Denbigh.
The notes that underpin her synthesis are a
valuable bibliographical tool in their own right,
being based on the most thorough trawl of
the literature in English and Welsh. Not all these
items meet the criteria for modern historical
scholarship and some have a tendency towards
the hagiographical. However, bringing this
material to the attention of a wider audience,
within the context of an interesting edited
collection, has extended the foundations for a
medical history that will be able ‘‘to compare
Wales with other nations, and to compare
different localities in Wales’’ (p. 234).
Anne Borsay,
Swansea University
Alysa Levene, Thomas Nutt and Samantha
Williams (eds), Illegitimacy in Britain,
1700–1920, Basingstoke, Palgrave
Macmillan, 2005, pp. xv, 249, £50.00
(hardback 1-4039-9065-4).
For a subject as potentially scandalous and
intriguing as illegitimacy, of relevance to
historians of the family, health, sexuality, and
welfare, amongst others, remarkably little has
been made of it in recent decades. What we
do have has come largely from the historical
demography stable, most substantially from
Peter Laslett (1980), Andrew Blaikie (1993),
and Richard Adair (1996). Following a 2004
conference held in Cambridge, the editors of
Illegitimacy in Britain, 1700–1920 attempt to
update and rejuvenate the historiography by
bringing together those currently working
in the field, exploring the subject in a
variety of geographical locales and through
an imaginative variety of sources and
methodological approaches. Contributors
subject accepted themes to rigorous
investigation, including the survival strategies
of unmarried mothers, social attitudes towards
bastardy, the paternity of illegitimate children,
the mortal penalty of illegitimacy, and the
existence of the Laslett-coined ‘‘bastardy
prone sub-society’’.
One of the primary aims of the book is to
build on the demographic foundations of
earlier work by considering the subjective
experience of illegitimacy. Contributors are
concerned to understand how illegitimacy was
experienced by mothers, fathers, and children;
and to examine how such individuals were
treated by their communities, authorities, and
charitable and welfare organizations. Several
chapters directly represent the voices of the
parents of illegitimate children—utilizing
sources such as pauper letters, magistrates’
court testimony, and Foundling Hospital
petitions—to offer a window into the lives
of unwed parents. More quantitative
methodologies have been used to evaluate
how the harsh inequalities of bastardy could
affect infant health.
Contributors offer insights into the degree
to which illegitimacy was stigmatized and
controlled in the past, although with little
consensus. Steven King’s study of the
treatment of unmarried mothers under the
Old Poor Law and Thomas Nutt’s examination
of magistrates’ proceedings in paternity cases,
suggest that illegitimacy did not necessarily
attract significant disapprobation; while the
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unmarried mothers in nineteenth-century
Scotland, as described by Andrew Blaikie,
Eilidh Garrett and Ros Davies, suggests that
illegitimacy was not greatly stigmatized
within certain familial groups. Other chapters,
however, explore how powerful the effect of
stigma could be, and illustrate the crude ways
in which social control was manifest. Liam
Kennedy and Paul Gray describe a post-Famine
Irish community where hardship undermined
what little goodwill there could be for
struggling unmarried mothers. In analysing
why mortality levels were higher in illegitimate
than legitimate children, Alysa Levene’s study
of eighteenth-century metropolitan institutions
and Alice Reid’s of twentieth-century
Derbyshire also reveal something about the
intangible, but powerful, effect of stigma.
This edited collection begins to rectify the
heavily gendered bias towards women within
the historiography of illegitimacy by rendering
visible the historical experience of illegitimate
fathers. Chapters by Nutt and John Black reflect
the importance that the welfare system placed
upon paternal responsibility; while Reid
begins to quantify the effect of paternal absence
upon infant survival. Female agency is also
examined. Blaikie et al. discuss the importance
of networks of support in allowing unmarried
mothers to return to work; while Tanya Evans
uses eighteenth-century popular literature to
examine obstacles to the formation and
stability of marriage, including the desertion
of women during a time of imperial
expansion and constant war.
While the majority of the volume focuses
upon England, the Celtic fringe is given some
consideration, with a chapter each on Ireland
and Scotland (Wales is, unfortunately, a notable
omission as no appropriate contributor could
be found). However, to quibble on the locations
not covered would be in some respects to
miss the point. Although most of the chapters
focus on particular communities, contributors
well justify the areas selected and their usually
comparative stance, either for the unusual
richness of sources, or because it allows an
exploration of the peculiarities and importance
of local context upon attitudes and behaviour
patterns.
This volume also prides itself on bringing
together a wide variety of sources and
methodological approaches. Popular literature,
census and civil registration data, petty
sessions court documents, parochial records,
charitable and institutional sources are among
those fruitfully exploited. Contributors provide
a micro-historical insight into illegitimacy at
the level of the individual, whilst at the same
time generating interpretative frameworks
with broader significance. Hence unusual
sources such as health visitors’ books have been
quarried to reveal the socio-economic, health,
and household characteristics of unmarried
mothers and their children; whilst more
traditionally used sources, such as Poor Law
records, census and civil registration data,
have been exploited to reassess and
problematize many of the assumptions
(relating in particular to migration and
residency patterns) that underpin earlier
research.
While several chapters explicitly discuss the
problems of conventional demographic methods
of measuring illegitimacy—particularly
Kennedy and Gray, and King—it must be
said that the more demographically stimulated
reader will feel most at ease with the material.
Those who crave qualitative sources may be
a little disappointed—there is certainly still
room for further research into the lived
experience of illegitimacy, perhaps drawing
on more unusual sources, as Evans has done
here with ballads and chapbooks, and as
Williams does in comparing samples of
London Foundling Hospital petitions over two
centuries, during which time the institution
evolved from its original single purpose (care
of the child) to a dual purpose which
included moral reform of the mother. Since
most of the sources used for this volume
address the labouring classes—as the editors
themselves concede—it would be particularly
nice to gain some access to the upper echelons
of society. On a more pedantic note, the
endnotes are not provided at the end of each
separate chapter, but left until the end of the
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convention in an edited volume where separate
chapters are likely to be consulted.
None the less, this is a most useful addition
to the historiography of illegitimacy, which
investigates creatively the prevalence of and
responses to illegitimacy in the modern period,
subjects some commonly accepted themes to
rigorous investigation, and draws out new
conclusions on the mobility, strategies, and
experiences of parents of illegitimate children.
Gayle Davis,
University of Edinburgh
J€ urgen Schlumbohm and Claudia
Wiesemann (eds), Die Entstehung der
Geburtsklinik in Deutschland 1751–1850:
Göttingen, Kassel, Braunschweig,G o ¨ttingen,
Wallstein Verlag, 2004, pp. 144, illus.,
d19.00 (paperback 3-89244-711-X).
The first academic lying-in hospital in
Europe was opened in Go ¨ttingen in 1751.
This collection of essays commemorates the
eventwhileputtingitintoaGermanperspective.
Claudia Wiesemann states quite rightly in
her introduction that there can be no doubt
that the medicalization of birth had its origin
in the establishment of lying-in hospitals in
the second half of the eighteenth century.
The small university town of Go ¨ttingen in
northern Germany took the lead. The
founding of a lying-in hospital there was part
of a policy of the kingdom of Hanover, on
the one hand, to attract medical students to its
new university while competing with Prussian
universities, on the other, to provide care for
unmarried pregnant women, thus reducing the
number of infanticides. Teaching young
doctors in obstetrics was just another aspect
of bedside teaching which characterized
the reform of medical education in the age
of Enlightenment, as Isabelle von
Bueltzingsloewen shows in her survey of the
development of bedside teaching at German
universities in the eighteenth century. The only
lacuna of this otherwise concise overview by
a French medical historian is that the seminal
book by Christian Probst (Der Weg des
€ arztlichen Erkennens am Krankenbett: Hermann
Boerhaave und die € altere Wiener medizinische
Schule, Stuttgart, 1973) is not mentioned in
the bibliography. J€ urgen Schlumbohm, who
can be considered the expert on the social
history of the famous lying-in hospital in
Go ¨ttingen, provides yet another stimulating
essay on the teaching practices and the everyday
life in this ‘‘total’’ institution. The second
director of this lying-in hospital, Friedrich
Benjamin Osiander (1759–1822) was one of
the leading obstetricians of his time, admired
by his colleagues and feared by his female
patients because of his strong liking for the
forceps. Forceps deliveries amounted to
40 per cent in this clinic. In other
contemporary lying-in hospitals the rate was
much lower. In Vienna, for example, it was
4 per cent of all births.
Osiander and his successor were also
collectors of embryological specimens and
obstetrical instruments, as Christine Loytved
describes in an essay which gives not only a
brief history of this important collection of
artefactsbutalsoattemptstofindoutmoreabout
the use of these historical instruments. This
includes the interesting question whether it is
possible to trace emotions in the history of
perinatal history. Christina Vanja provides a
comparative view on the history of lying-in
hospitals in Germany by shedding light on
the history of the Accouchierhaus in Kassel
founded in 1763. She raises an interesting
point claiming that the female patients in
such institutions had motives other than
just to escape the usual punishment for
fornication. The lying-in hospital was
particularly attractive to unmarried pregnant
women because it had a foundling hospital
attached to it. Vanja’s essay is an example
of a recent trend in the social history of
medicine which pays particular attention to
the demand for medical services. Those
who have been regarded as victims or
objects of medicalization were not totally
powerless; they had in fact their own
strategies of getting what they wanted
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discipline them.
The final essay in this volume shows that
not every lying-in hospital founded in the
second half of the eighteenth century was a
model institution. The case of Braunschweig
makes clear that the success (e.g. low infant
mortality rates) depended largely on the
academic infrastructure and on the professional
interest of those persons in charge of such
innovative clinics.
Robert J€ utte,
Institut f€ ur Geschichte der Medizin
der Robert Bosch Stiftung, Stuttgart
Bernadette McCauley, Who shall take care
of our sick? Roman Catholic sisters and the
development of Catholic hospitals in New York
City, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University,
2005, pp. xiii, 146, $45.00
(hardback 978-0-8018-8216-6).
This is the story of the work of women’s
religious orders in setting up a system of
health care in New York City in the
mid-nineteenth century, and running it
successfully for over a hundred years. It is
not for the uninitiated in the history of the
city, or even those coming for the first time
to the worlds of health and women’s history.
Starting in the 1840s, by the beginning of
the twentieth century, women’s Catholic
religious orders ran fourteen of New York’s
non-public hospitals, seven general care
institutions, and specialized services for
infants and children, women, tuberculosis
patients, the aged and the dying. Bed capacity
accounted for one quarter of the total supply
in the city by 1904.
The first Roman Catholic hospital in
New York was founded in 1849 (sixteen
years after the first such hospital in the
United States), in part in response to increased
immigration of Roman Catholics, and a
perceived prejudice against them, and visiting
priests, in the established hospitals of
Bellevue and New York Hospital. Unlike the
majority of specialist hospitals in Britain,
St Vincent’s (and its thirteen successors in the
city) did not spring from the vision of
medical men. The Roman Catholic Hospitals
of New York City were the products of the
vocation of nursing sisterhoods to care for
the sick of this rapidly-expanding metropolis.
As such, their history forms part of the growing
body of work on women’s pivotal role in
initiating and developing health care in the
United States.
Within ten years of the first hospital’s
foundation, the patient population of New York
was ‘‘overwhelmingly foreign-born’’. By 1866,
50 per cent of hospital admissions gave
Ireland as their birthplace, and were presumed
to be Roman Catholic. It is not clear from
this work what percentage of the inhabitants
of New York (old and new) were members of
the Church, so no conclusion can be drawn
about the health profile of the notoriously poor
Irish of the growing city, or of that of the
German and Italian immigrants who formed
the patient population of several of the new
hospitals.
The timing of the hospital initiatives was no
accident. Roman Catholic nursing sisterhoods
had begun to be accepted by the establishment
during the Civil War, when the Sisters of Mercy
had nursed the wounded of both sides, inspite of
opposition from the Church hierarchy and the
formidable Dorothea Dix, superintendent of
women nurses in the Union Army. It would have
been intriguing to discover the antebellum
attitude of New Yorkers to the sisters, but
context for this (and much more) is missing
from this slender volume.
Bernadette McCauley refutes the assertion by
the contemporary Catholic press that the sisters
were resuming a European pre-Reformation
tradition of women religious caring for the sick,
but were rather in the seventeenth-century
model of ‘‘active communities’’. She points
out that most of the orders which established
hospitals in the city were relatively young,
and that the Sisters of Charity (the order that
established St Vincent’s) had been founded
in the United States in the early nineteenth
century.
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exceptions, the reader cannot say. We are told
early on (and it is reiterated several times) that
the first administrator of St Vincent’s, Ellen
Hughes, was the sister of the Roman Catholic
Archbishop of New York, but she is one of
the few identifiable women in the hospital
movement. This may be the natural result of
studying groups of women whose life choice
was a binding commitment to remove exterior
traces of individual personality through their
titles, behaviour and dress, but it does not help
in understandingthe specific impetus to begin—
and maintain for over a century—such a
significant part of health care in one of the
largest, and most culturally diverse, cities of
the New World. There are some half-hearted
attempts to assess their ethnic, class and
educational backgrounds, but with little
statistical evidence presented these do not
enlighten.
The sisters were clearly women of great
resourcefulness, as well as piety. All but one of
the orders who embarked on the mission were
immigrants themselves, and received little
support from their mother houses. Once they
had decided to open their own hospitals, they
raised the seed money by the more traditional
means of establishing fee-paying schools. New
buildings were impossible at first, so they
converted old buildings in the geographical area
in which they felt they were most needed. With
little or no municipal financial support, they
generated funds from within the constituencies
they served. The sisters of St Dominic, which
ran St Catherine’s Hospital in Brooklyn, was
an enclosed order. In order to undertake their
mission, they extended the boundaries of the
cloister to include the hospital. The Sisters of
Charity were forbidden from treating boys,
and therefore separated from the mother
house in Maryland in order to respond to the
Archbishop’s plea to take over the running of
the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum. These
were ingenious solutions to potential barriers
to their mission.
Contemporary accounts praised the sisters
for their selfless devotion, and this quality,
allied to their vows of poverty (‘‘we will live
with the poor and like the poor’’), was the
principal selling point for the hospitals when
they were founded, and for much of their
existence under the sisters’ direction. The daily
discipline of convent life was considered by
some nurse leaders to mitigate against their
beingtrulydevotednurses,butitwasrecognized
that they offered excellent, reliable, service at
minimum cost, and with none of the disciplinary
problems that lay nurses could bring. The
sisters were barred from studying medicine
until the 1930s, and posed no threat to the
male medical establishment. They asked little
of the archdiocese, and claimed no miracle
cures, the treatments on offer being thoroughly
orthodox. They responded to developments,
setting up nurse training schools in the early
twentieth century, and erecting purpose-built
hospitals for the demands of scientific medicine.
The author is more comfortable with the
financial and administrative history of her
selected institutions, although, without
supplementary information, it is hard to
digest the long list of donors and significant
individual figures in the various hospitals.
Tables or graphs would have made the
financial details easier to comprehend, and a
table giving the names, founding dates and
religious affiliation of each institution would
have helped in distinguishing those under
consideration.
The title of the book, the first part of which
is a quote from the Catholic World in 1868,
implies that its focus is the Roman Catholic
sisters who nursed New York Roman Catholics.
This may have been the intention of the
author, but the target is missed. The women
themselves are absent, and so are their patients.
One might assume that they nursed only
Roman Catholics, but this seems not to have
been the case. There is a one-page overview
of patient diseases, but too much is either left
unsaid, or merely hinted at. How did the
hospitals get their patients? Most of the
patients paid something towards their care,
but there is scant consideration of the
economics of sickness, or the class structure
of patient admissions. There is a throwaway
comment on page 42 that hospital patients
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institutional care was a shameful admission
of failure to provide in times of sickness, but
that there was ‘‘prestige’’ attached to being
nursed by the sisters. This begs many questions,
none of which are answered. Hospital rules
(long the bugbear of patients and their
families in the nineteenth and early twentieth
century) are said to have been more
acceptable in their establishments, as they
were neither more nor less than those by
which the nuns lived, but the evidence is
missing. One hospital was close to the docks
and therefore was effectively an accident and
emergency facility, but we do not know the
outcomes of treatment, nor the relationship
between the institutions and the employers
and unions. At one point, we are told that
St Vincent’s hospital had an enormous number
of patients suffering from alcoholism, but the
fact is left hanging, and one longs to know more.
What is one to make of the following, ‘‘The
patient regulations at Seton Hospital, a
tuberculosis hospital run by the Sisters of
Charity where the patients were almost
entirely charity cases, illustrate how the sisters
attempted to maintain what they considered
propriety, and demonstrate that class
distinctions among patients and staff were not
absent from Catholic institutions’’ (pp. 46–7).
There is no account of the rules, no
consideration of what was and was not
propriety, and nothing on the class structure
of the hospital, let alone the society it served.
Several important points are highlighted in
the work. The first is that the sisters did not
view hospital treatment as an end in itself, but
as just one part of a mosaic of care for the
bodiesandsoulsofthedisadvantagedinthiscity
of immigrants. Death was part of this picture,
andwasnotviewedasfailure,butasthepathtoa
higher life. In a world where fund-raisers
competedonthebasisofthestatisticsofsuccess,
this attitude must have been either refreshing,
or contrary. The author does succeed in
upsetting preconceived notions of what being
a religious sister was in New York in this
period. She presents an account of
innovation, adaptability, patience, skill in
care-giving and financial administration—allied
to a life choice that rejected materialism and
self-advancement. As she concludes rather
inelegantly, by the late twentieth century,
‘‘New York’s hospital sisters had
accomplished quite a bit’’.
We are left with the impression that this
little book (just ninety-six pages when the long
introduction, acknowledgements, footnotes
and excellent bibliography are removed) is
part of a much longer study. While there are
flashes of great insight, and it is clearly the
result of much diligent research in an impressive
array of sources, it is also evident that the author
has done a hatchet job on her original
manuscript. It is a little like sitting down to a
meal, and being served with just a morsel
from each course. It is to be hoped that her
next volume will provide the banquet for
which this book is merely a taster.
Andrea Tanner,
Great Ormond Street Hospital for
Children, London
Cheryl Krasnick Warsh and Veronica
Strong-Boag (eds), Children’s health issues in
historical perspective, Waterloo, ON, Wilfrid
Laurier University Press, 2005, pp. xi, 554,
£21.50 (paperback 0-88920-474-8).
This extensive addition to the history of
children’s health presents case studies from
Canada, Vietnam, New Zealand, the US, and
Australia. It contains five sections: politics,
nutrition, racial and ethnic dimensions, experts,
and institutions. Compared with current
European trends within the field, two features
in particular stand out: the strong emphasis
on childhood diversity and the explicitly
formulated theses on the impact of national
political cultures upon health policies. Several
chapters draw on comparative knowledge to
situate national policies in an international
context.
The editors argue that children have
multiple identities and may have exerted
power as well as experiencing oppression
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initiatives that the book investigates (p. 4).
This is a liberating theoretical stance when
compared to Hugh Cunningham’s claim that
the most important common feature of
children in history is their powerlessness
(‘Review essay. Histories of childhood’, Am.
hist. Rev.,1998, 103 (4): 1205). Regrettably,
however, this perspective did not lead to the
inclusion of any studies of child agency, an
approach to the history of childhood that
Harry Hendrick in particular has pleaded for
(‘The child as a social actor in historical
sources: problems of identification and
interpretation’, in Pia Christensen and
Allison James (eds), Research with children,
London, 2000).
In European child health studies, as in this
volume, the variables of age, class and gender
are commonly applied, but in this book ethnicity
and race are also given a prominent place. This
obviously reflects current trends within both
children’s history and the history of health
and medicine, but it stems not least from the
historic visibility of minority cultures in the
geographical settings investigated. The book
shows that New Zealand and Canada are
countries presenting up-to-date research on
health policies towards indigenous populations,
while Howard Markel’s ‘Caring for the
foreign-born’ is illuminating on the health
issues raised by immigrant children in the
United States.
Margaret Tennant (‘Complicating
childhood’) and Mona Gleaston (‘Race, class
and health’) offer studies of the shifting
meanings of race and ethnicity in medicine
and public health policies. Health promotion
among minority groups is analysed as a
civilizing and disciplinary mission; a process
by which dominant middle-class or ‘‘western’’
ideas and habits were forced upon immigrants
and indigenous populations. In future research
a more extensive discussion of what was
actually at stake in health policies towards
minorities is required: were cultural oppression
and mainstreaming aims or by-products?
Furthermore, were health promoting strategies
embedded in cultural equality at all
conceivable at the time and in the political
and geographical settings investigated?
Given the context, might the alternative to
‘‘civilization’’ in fact be neglect (cf. p. 289)?
The meaning of political cultures to child
health policies is investigated in several chapters,
for example, in ‘Vegetables on parade’ (Naomi
Rogers) and ‘Entre la ‘‘revanche’’ et la ‘‘veille ´e’’
des berceaux’ (Denyse Baillargeon). The latter
argues that national pride hampered the
introduction of new feeding customs for infants
in Quebec, since the French were reluctant to
take measures that could be seen as proof
that ‘‘English’’ habits were better than
‘‘French’’ ones. Anne-Emanuelle Birn, in a
thought-provoking chapter on the
international exchange of ideas and the agency
of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau (PASB),
in fact asserts the existence of a cultural
predisposition in Latin American countries to
protecting mothers and children. Her chapter is
not least revealing as to the colonializing role of
thePASB;itspoliciesreflectedtheUShegemony
in Latin America and its main concern was to
avoidtheinterruptionofcommerce,nottoreduce
infant mortality.
The book contains much more, and readers
familiar with European research will find that
it offers comparative perspectives on health
education, hygiene, nutrition, health camps,
sexual abuse, and children’s hospitals. The
mix of commonalities and differences
strongly suggests that the history of children’s
health has much to gain from taking up
broad, systematic comparative studies, and,
not least, from investigating international
transfers of child-centred medical science and
health policy models. The book is a good
read and should inspire both historians of
health and medicine, and of the history of
children and childhood; it is to be
recommended for its richness, for the
theoretical grounding and attention to
evidence of several chapters, and, not least,
for its mediation between childhood history
and history of health and medicine.
Astri Andresen,
University of Bergen
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